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1. Introduction
The notion of τ -complexity gives a way of analyzing the behaviour of the Auslander–Reiten translate τ . It measures the
growth of the k-dimensions of successive powers of τ applied to a module. The idea of complexity was introduced for group
algebras by Alperin and Evens in [1]. Subsequently, Erdmann studied the complexity of AR components for group algebras
[8]. In [13,16,17] Kerner and Ringel determined the τ -complexity of certain classes of AR components. More recently, Kerner
and Zacharia obtained results on τ -complexity over self-injective algebras [14].
In this paper we study the τ -complexity of modules over cluster tilted algebras. These algebras were first introduced by
Buan, Marsh, Reineke, Reiten, and Todorov in their seminal papers on cluster categories [7,6] from 2006 and 2007. Cluster
tilted algebras were inspired by the theory of cluster algebras which were introduced by Fomin and Zelevinski in [9], and
have since been found to have numerous connections to other areas of mathematics and physics.
Recently, Bergh andOppermannproposed twodifferent definitions of complexity: one for the cluster category andone for
the bounded derived category of a cluster tilted algebra [4]. There the authors obtain information about the cluster category
by studying the transjective component of the AR quiver of the cluster category. In this article we study the classical τ -
complexity for cluster tilted algebras. Our approach and methods are different and allow us to determine the complexity of
all AR components of a cluster tilted algebra.
The goal of this paper is to prove that the behaviour of τ -complexity over a cluster tilted algebra is directly related to the
representation type of the underlying hereditary algebra. The main theorem of the paper is the following:
Theorem 1.1. Let H = k△ be a finite-dimensional hereditary k-algebra where k is an algebraically closed field. Let T be a cluster
tilting object in the corresponding cluster category C. Denote byC the cluster tilted algebra EndC(T )op. Let X be a module overC.
(i) If H is of finite representation type, then cx X = 0 or 1.
(ii) If H is of tame representation type, then cx X = 0, 1, or 2.
(iii) If H is of wild representation type, then cx X = 0, or X has infinite τ -complexity.
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We remark that the only indecomposable modules of τ -complexity 1 are the τ -periodic modules.
This theorem is somewhat surprising since cluster tilted algebras are constructed in the spirit of tilted algebras. Yet, the
behaviour of τ -complexity over tilted algebras is not directly related to the representation type of the underlying hereditary
algebra. There are many examples of hereditary algebras of infinite representation type whose tilted algebras are of finite
representation type. See Chapter VIII, Section 4.8 in [2], for instance, for such an example. The first algebras havemodules of
infinite τ -complexity while the second do not. Our main result then shows that in terms of τ -complexity the cluster tilted
algebras are in a way more closely related to the hereditary algebras than the tilted algebras.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up notation and recall definitions and some preliminary results. In
the first half of Section 3we prove a series of lemmas and discuss the structure of the AR components of the derived category
and the cluster category. In the second half of Section 3 we combine our results to prove the Main Theorem in 3.9.
2. Preliminaries
All algebras in this paper are finite-dimensional algebras over an algebraically closed field k. All algebras are assumed
to be connected and basic, and all modules are finitely generated left modules. If we wish to discuss right modules, we
view them as left modules over the opposite algebra instead. Given an algebra Λ, we denote by Λ-mod the category of
finitely generated left Λ-modules. We denote a complete set of simple modules by S(1), . . . , S(n), their projective covers
by P(1), . . . , P(n), and injective envelopes by I(1), . . . , I(n). For amoduleM , wewrite |M| for the k-dimension ofM . We use
τΛ (or, simply τ ) to denote the Auslander–Reiten translate (AR translate, for short) inΛ-mod. Finally,Γ (Λ) is the Auslander–
Reiten quiver (AR quiver, for short) of Λ-mod. For further background and concepts in representation theory we refer the
reader to [3].
The τ -complexity of aΛ-moduleM measures the rate of growth of the sequence of the dimensions of τ iM .
cxM = inf t ∈ N0 | ∃ α ∈ R such that τ i(M) ≤ αit−1 for i≫ 0
where N0 denotes the non-negative integers. When no such t ∈ N0 exists, we say that the complexity is infinite and write
cxM = ∞. Notice that the equality cxM = 1 says that the dimensions in the τ -orbit of a module M are bounded. The
statement cxM = 0 means that τ iM is projective for some i ≫ 0, that is,M is a preprojective module.
Furthermore, it will follow from [13] and our results in this article that all modules of non-zero τ -complexity in the
same AR component have the same τ -complexity. We define this common value to be the complexity of the component. If
all modules in an AR component have complexity 0, we say that the AR component has complexity 0. In this paper the term
complexity always refers to τ -complexity.
Here we study the complexity of modules over a certain family of algebras, namely the cluster tilted algebras.
2.1. Cluster tilted algebras
Cluster tilted algebras were introduced as a generalization of tilted algebras. Therefore, we begin by first recalling the
notion of a tilted algebra.
A finitely generated module T over a hereditary algebra H is a tilting module if it satisfies the conditions:
(i) Ext1(T , T ) = 0 and
(ii) there exists an exact sequence 0 −→ H −→ T ′ −→ T ′′ −→ 0 where T ′ and T ′′ belong to add(T ).
Condition (ii) may be replaced by the requirement that the number of indecomposable summands of T is equal to the rank
of the Grothendieck group K0(H).
We assume throughout that the module T is basic, that is, the indecomposable summands of T are pairwise non-
isomorphic. The endomorphism algebra C = EndH(T )op is called a tilted algebra, and the adjoint pair of additive functors
HomH(T , _) : H-mod→ C-mod
_⊗C T : C-mod→ H-mod
allows us to pass between the two module categories H-mod and C-mod.
A pair (T ,F ) of full subcategories of H-mod is called a torsion theory if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) HomH(M,N) = 0 for allM ∈ T and N ∈ F ,
(ii) HomH(M,N) = 0 for each N ∈ F implies thatM ∈ T ,
(iii) HomH(M,N) = 0 for eachM ∈ T implies that N ∈ F .
The objects in T are called torsion objects and the objects in F are called torsion-free objects.
We can always form a torsion theory from any given tilting module T over an algebra H . Namely, the full subcategory
of H-mod defined by setting T = {M| Ext1H(T ,M) = 0} is a torsion class with the corresponding torsion-free class
F = {M|HomH(T ,M) = 0}.
Any H-moduleM gives rise to a canonical sequence
0 −→ tM −→ M −→ M/tM −→ 0
which is a short exact sequence where the terms satisfy tM ∈ T andM/tM ∈ F .
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Lemma 2.1. Let T be a tilting module over a hereditary algebra H. Then we have the equalities
(i) HomH(T ,M) = HomH(T , tM),
(ii) Ext1H(T ,M) = Ext1H(T ,M/tM).
For results on tilting theory we refer the reader to [2,5,11].
In [7,6] the authors take tilting modules and tilted algebras to a more general setting. This is achieved by introducing a
new category, called a cluster category and a cluster tilting object in this category.
Let us write Db(H) (or, simply D) for the bounded derived category of H-mod. It was shown by Happel that Db(H) is a
triangulated category with Auslander–Reiten triangles [10]; we use Γ (Db(H)) to denote the AR quiver of Db(H). We write
[1] for the suspension and τDb(H) (or simply τ when no confusion can arise) for the translation functor. For a hereditary
algebra H , the derived category Db(H) has indecomposable objects shifts of indecomposable objects in H-mod.
We collect some properties of morphisms of Db(H) that become useful to us later.
Lemma 2.2. Let H be a hereditary algebra and Db(H) the bounded derived category of H-mod. Then for any M,N ∈ H-mod,
(i) HomD(M[i],N[i]) = HomD(M,N) for any i ∈ Z,
(ii) HomD(M,N[i]) = 0 for i ≠ 0, 1,
(iii) HomD(M,N[1]) = Ext1H(M,N),
(iv) HomD(M,N[0]) = HomH(M,N).
Denote the composition of the shift [1] and the translate τ−1 in Db(H) by F = τ−1[1] = [1]τ−1. We may then form the
factor category Db(H)/F. This factor category is called the cluster category and we denote it by C.
The objects of C are the F-orbits of objects in Db(H) and the morphisms are
HomC(M,N) =
i∈Z
HomD(M, FiN)
where M andN denote the F-orbits ofM and N respectively.
In [12] it was proved that C has a triangulated structure induced by the triangulated structure of Db(H). In [6] it was
shown that C has AR triangles induced by those in Db(H). In particular, given an indecomposable objectX ∈ C induced by
X ∈ H-mod, there is an almost split triangle in C of the form
τX −→Y −→X −→ τX[1]
whenever
0 −→ τX −→ Y −→ X −→ 0
is an almost split sequence in H-mod. We write τ to denote the translation functor in C (when needed, we specify τ = τC).
A cluster tilting object in the category C is an object that satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) Ext1C(T , T ) = 0 and
(ii) T has a maximal number of non-isomorphic direct summands, i.e., Ext1C(T ⊕ X, T ⊕ X) = 0 implies that X ∈ add T .
The endomorphism ring EndC(T )op =C is called a cluster tilted algebra.
In [6] it was shown that one may assume that any cluster tilting object T in C arises from a tilting module T in H-mod.
Therefore, wemay use T to denote the tilting module in H-mod as well as the cluster tilting object in the cluster category C.
3. The τ-complexity of cluster tilted algebras
In this section we study the τ -complexity of modules over cluster tilted algebras. We begin by determining the k-
dimension of certain modules over a tilted algebra. We then use our results to obtain information about the k-dimension of
modules over the corresponding cluster tilted algebra. Finally, we examine the shapes of the components that occur in the
AR quiver of a cluster tilted algebra and then compute the complexity of the modules in each component based on the type
of the component.
The following two lemmas relate the k-dimensions of certainmodules over the hereditary algebraH and the tilted algebra
C = EndH(T )op.
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a tilting module over a hereditary algebra H. Let C = EndH(T )op be the corresponding tilted algebra.
(i) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for any torsion module M we have the inequality c |M| ≤ |HomH(T ,M)|.
(ii) There exists a constant c > 0 such that for any torsion-free module M we have the inequality c |M| ≤ Ext1H(T ,M).
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Proof. Since T is a tilting module there exists a short exact sequence of the form 0 −→ H −→ T ′ −→ T ′′ −→ 0 where
T ′, T ′′ ∈ add T . Denote by t the number of indecomposable summands of T ′ ⊕ T ′′.
Given a module M , apply the contravariant functor HomH(_,M) to the short exact sequence above to obtain the long
exact sequence
0 −→ HomH(T ′′,M) −→ HomH(T ′,M) −→ HomH(H,M) −→
−→ Ext1H(T ′′,M) −→ Ext1H(T ′,M) −→ 0. (∗)
Next we obtain the desired inequality depending on whetherM is a torsion or a torsion-free module.
(i) Assume thatM is a torsion module. Then Ext1H(T
′′,M) = 0 in the long exact sequence because T ′′ is in add(T ) andM
is torsion. We obtain the short exact sequence of C-modules
0 −→ HomH(T ′′,M) −→ HomH(T ′,M) −→ HomH(H,M) −→ 0.
Taking k-dimensions and noting that HomH(H,M) ∼= M as k-vector spaces yields
|M| + HomH(T ′′,M) = HomH(T ′,M)
≤ HomH(T t ,M)
= t |HomH(T ,M)| .
In summary, setting c = 1/t yields c |M| ≤ |HomH(T ,M)|.
(ii) Assume that M is torsion-free. In the long exact sequence (∗) above, we now have HomH(T ′,M) = 0 since M is
torsion-free. We thus have the short exact sequence
0 −→ HomH(H,M) −→ Ext1H(T ′′,M) −→ Ext1H(T ′,M) −→ 0
Taking k-dimensions and noting that HomH(H,M) ∼= M as k-vector spaces yields
|M| + Ext1H(T ′,M) = Ext1H(T ′′,M)
≤ Ext1H(T t ,M)
= t Ext1H(T ,M) .
Thus, setting c = 1/t yields c |M| ≤ Ext1H(T ,M). 
In the next lemma we record a set of inequalities in the other direction. We first make a general remark.
Remark 3.2. For any twoΛ-modules X and Y we have the following relationships between k-dimensions:
(i) |HomΛ(X, Y )| ≤ |X | |Y |,
(ii)
Ext1Λ(X, Y ) ≤ |X | |Y | |Λ|2.
These inequalities hold since X and Y are assumed to be finitely generated modules over a finite-dimensional k-algebra.
To see (ii), use the fact that Ext1Λ(X, Y ) is a quotient of a subgroup of HomΛ(P1, Y ) where P1 −→ P0 −→ X −→ 0 is a
minimal projective presentation of X . Part (i) then gives the inequality
Ext1Λ(X, Y ) ≤ |P1| |Y |which can be combined with
the inequality |P1| ≤ |Λ|2 to obtain (ii).
Lemma 3.3. Let T be a tilting module over a hereditary algebra H. Let C = EndH(T )op be the corresponding tilted algebra.
(i) There exists a constant c ′ > 0 such that for any H-module M we have the inequality |HomH(T ,M)| ≤ c ′ |M|.
(ii) There exists a constant c ′ > 0 such that for any H-module M we have the inequality
Ext1H(T ,M) ≤ c ′ |M|.
Proof. This follows immediately from Remark 3.2. We set c ′ = |T | in (i), and c ′ = |T | |H|2 in (ii). 
The following corollary will be of great use to us. We record it in the form in which we need it later.
Corollary 3.4. Let C = EndH(T )op be a tilted algebra. Then there exist constants c, c ′ > 0 such that for any H-module M and
each i ∈ Z we have the inequalities
c
τ iM ≤ HomH(T , τ iM)+ Ext1H(T , τ iM) ≤ c ′ τ iM .
Proof. Take the canonical sequence for the module τ iM
0 −→ t(τ iM) −→ τ iM −→ τ iM/t(τ iM) −→ 0.
Since k-dimension is additive on short exact sequences, we have the equality
τ iM = t(τ iM)+ τ iM/t(τ iM).
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Since for all i ∈ Z the modules t(τ iM) are torsion and the modules τ iM/t(τ iM) are torsion-free, Lemma 3.1 implies that
there exists a c > 0 such that
c
τ iM = c t(τ iM)+ c τ iM/t(τ iM)
≤ HomH(T , t(τ iM))+ Ext1H(T , τ iM/t(τ iM))
= HomH(T , τ iM)+ Ext1H(T , τ iM) .
Similarly, Lemma 3.3 implies that there exists a c ′ > 0 such that
c ′
τ iM = c ′ t(τ iM)+ c ′ τ iM/t(τ iM)
≥ HomH(T , t(τ iM))+ Ext1H(T , τ iM/t(τ iM))
= HomH(T , τ iM)+ Ext1H(T , τ iM) . 
We now use the above work to compute the complexity of modules over the cluster tilted algebraC . We begin with a
brief overview of the structure of the AR components of the derived category Db(H) and the cluster category C.
We can construct the AR quivers of Db(H) and C from information about the underlying hereditary algebra H . The
theorem below follows from the corollary on page 54 in [10].
Theorem 3.5 (Happel). Let H = k△ be a finite-dimensional hereditary k-algebra where k is an algebraically closed field.
(i) If H is of finite representation type, then Γ (Db(H)) = Z△.
(ii) If H is of tame representation type, then Γ (Db(H)) consists of components of the form Z△ and ZA∞/τ n for n ∈ N.
(iii) If H is of wild representation type, then Γ (Db(H)) consists of components of the form Z△ and ZA∞.
The components of type Z△ are called transjective components because they are formed by attaching the (shifts of) the
preprojective and preinjective component of H-mod. More precisely, for each i ∈ Z we add an arrow from the shifted
injective object I(a)[i] to the shifted projective object P(b)[i+1] for each arrow from a to b in the quiver△. The components
of type ZA∞ and ZA∞/τ n are called regular because they are obtained from regular components in H-mod [10].
We obtain the shapes of the components in the AR quiver of C by identifying all of the vertices in an F-orbit of a vertex
in Db(H). Thus, we obtain components that arise from components of type Z△ in Db(H); we refer to these as transjective
components. The remaining AR components are constructed from regular components in Db(H) and are therefore called
regular components in C. In the case when H is tame, the regular components are of the form ZA∞/τ n for n ∈ N. In the case
when H is wild, the regular components are of the form ZA∞.
Finally, we use information about the AR components of the cluster category C to construct the AR components of the
cluster tilted algebraC = EndC(T )op. In [7] the following theorem was proved:
Theorem 3.6. Let T be a cluster tilting object in C. Then HomC(T , _) induces an equivalence C/ add(τT ) −→ modC.
As a particular consequence, we have away of constructing the AR quiver ofC .We need to delete the vertices (and related
arrows) corresponding to the summands of τT from the AR quiver Γ (C).
We fix our notation for the remainder of the section. M is theC-module HomC(T ,M)where M is an object in the cluster
category C andM is the corresponding module over the hereditary algebra H .
The following proposition provides uswith themeans to calculate the complexity ofmodules over cluster tilted algebras.
Proposition 3.7. LetC be a cluster tilted algebra from a hereditary algebra H. Let M and M both be indecomposable modules of
positive τ -complexity. Then for all i ≥ 0 we have the equalityτ iCM = HomH(T , τ iHM)+ Ext1H(T , τ i−1H M) .
Proof. Since both M and M have positive τ -complexity, Theorem 3.6 gives that for i ≥ 0 we have τ iCM = HomC(T , τ iCM).
We then obtainτ iC HomC(T ,M) = HomC(T , τ iCM)
=
HomC(T ,τ iDM) .
By the definition of morphisms in the cluster category,HomC(T ,τ iDM) =

j∈Z
HomD(T , Fjτ iDM)
 .
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We now use properties of morphisms in the derived category Db(H) to obtain
j∈Z
HomD(T , Fjτ iDM)
 =

j∈Z
HomD(T , (τ
−j
D [j])(τ iDM))

=

j∈Z
HomD(T , (τ
i−j
H M)[j])

= HomD(T , τ iHM[0])+ HomD(T , τ i−1H M[1])
= HomH(T , τ iHM)+ Ext1H(T , τ i−1H M) .
Combining all of the above steps givesτ iCM = τ iC HomC(T ,M)
= HomH(T , τ iHM)+ Ext1H(T , τ i−1H M) . 
We point out a consequence of the previous proposition. In the case when both M and M are modules of positive τ -
complexity, they must, in fact, have the same complexity.
Corollary 3.8. LetC be a cluster tilted algebra from a hereditary algebra H. Let M and M both be indecomposable modules of
positive τ -complexity. Then we have the equality
cxH M = cxC M.
Proof. We first show cxC M ≤ cxH M . Suppose we have cxH M = t for some t ∈ N0. Then τ iHM ≤ αit−1 for some α ∈ R
and for all i ≫ 0. But then by Corollary 3.4 alsoHomH(T , τ iM) ≤ c ′ τ iHM ≤ c ′αit−1
and similarlyExt1H(T , τ i−1M) ≤ c ′ τ i−1H M ≤ c ′α(i− 1)t−1 ≤ c ′αit−1.
Combining these observations with Proposition 3.7 givesτ iC (HomC(T ,M)) = HomH(T , τ iHM)+ Ext1H(T , τ i−1H M)
≤ c ′αit−1 + c ′αit−1
≤ 2c ′αit−1.
In other words, cxC M ≤ t = cxH M .
We now show the other inequality cxH M ≤ cxC M . Suppose we have cxC M = t for some t ∈ N0. Then τ iCM ≤ αit−1
for some α ∈ R and for all i ≫ 0. But then by Proposition 3.7 we also haveHomH(T , τ iM) ≤ αit−1
and Ext1H(T , τ iM) ≤ α(i+ 1)t−1 ≤ βit−1
for some β > 0 and for all i ≫ 0. So Corollary 3.4 givesτ iM ≤ HomH(T , τ iM)+ Ext1H(T , τ iM) ≤ (α + β)it−1.
In other words, cxH M ≤ t = cxC M . 
We now determine the complexity of modules over the cluster tilted algebraC . Given aC-module M we calculate its
complexity based on the type of AR component in which it resides.
Before giving the next theorem, we set up some terminology and notation. Denote by K the transjective component in
the cluster category C. Passing to the cluster tilted algebraC , the quotient K /add(τT )may be a single component or it may
split into two disjoint components. In the latter case, one of the two components, call it K ′, will contain only modules of
τ -complexity 0. Therefore, in either situation we write K for the AR component ofC-mod that arises from the transjective
component of Db(H) and contains modules of positive complexity.
For each regular component Z in the cluster category C, denote by Z its quotient inC-mod.
Recall our convention that we say that an AR component has complexity t if all of the modules of non-zero complexity
in that component have complexity t . In the case when there are no modules of non-zero complexity, we say that the
component has complexity 0.
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Theorem 3.9. Let H = k△ be a finite-dimensional hereditary k-algebra where k is an algebraically closed field. Then the
complexities of the components of the AR quiver ofC which we described above satisfy:
(i) If H is of finite representation type, cx K = 0 or 1.
(ii) If H is of tame representation type, then cx K = 2, cx K ′ = 0, and cxZ = 1.
(iii) If H is of wild representation type, then cx K = ∞, cx K ′ = 0, and cxZ = ∞.
Proof. Recall that if H is of finite representation type, then the transjective component K is the unique component of
C. Furthermore, K is a periodic component with finitely many τ -orbits. Thus, passing to the cluster tilted algebra via
Theorem 3.6 may result in two cases. If the objects τT do not intersect all τ -orbits, then K is a periodic component and
cxK = 1. If the objects in add τT intersect all τ -orbits, then the modules in the corresponding component of the cluster
tilted algebra have τ -complexity 0. This is the case whenever T is a complete slice and the resulting cluster tilted algebra is
hereditary.
We proceed by analyzing the transjective components arising in the case when H is of tame or wild representation type.
In the first case, H = k△ where△ is a Euclidean diagram and in the second case, H = k△ where△ is a wild diagram. The
transjective component K inC is of the form Z△. TheC-modules with positive complexity reside in the component K that
looks like N△when we look far enough to the left (i.e., to the left of the summands of τT ). Recall that in the case when the
quotient K / add(τT ) is not connected, we also obtain a component K ′ containing only modules of τ -complexity 0.
We now study the component K . Any indecomposable C-module M of positive complexity in K satisfies the
assumptions of Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8. Furthermore, the τ iHM lie in the preinjective component of H-mod for
i ≥ 0.
When H is of tame representation type, then we know from the proof of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.5 in [15] that
modules in the preinjective component of H-mod have complexity 2 (this follows from the properties of the Coxetermatrix).
Therefore, Corollary 3.8 says that cxC M = cxH M = 2. Thus, in the case when H is of tame representation type, we have the
equality cxC K = 2.
Kerner has shown that when H is of wild representation type, then modules in the preinjective component of H-mod
have infinite complexity [13]. Then it follows from Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 that cxC K = ∞.
Finally, we turn to the components Z arising as images of regular components in C. When H is tame, the componentsZ arise as images of tubes in C. Hence, all modules in components of type Z of positive complexity are τ -periodic and
therefore cxC Z = 1.
When H is wild, the components Z arise as images of the regular components in H-mod (all are of type ZA∞). Regular
H-modules have infinite complexity whenH is of wild representation type [13]. Any indecomposablemodule M of non-zero
complexity in a component of type Z satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 3.8 and must therefore have
infinite complexity. We have the equality cxC Z = ∞. 
We point out as a separate corollary a part of what we proved in the above theorem.
Corollary 3.10. LetC be a cluster tilted algebra from a hereditary algebra of type H. Then the only indecomposableC-modules of
complexity 1 are the τ -periodic modules.
Proof. Indecomposable modules of complexity 1 can only occur in the case when H is of finite or tame representation type.
In either case, they reside in a τ -periodic component. 
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